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WARNING: Please read this warning before you proceed to call upon Kali.  Kali is fierce. Meaning,

when you use her mantra you areinvoking a fierce energy. Her energy is not subtle.The results can

be rather dramatic, Kali, the dark mother of the Hindu pantheon is oft the most misunderstood

Goddess in all human spiritual endeavor. Her images often depict her as being an evil and demonic

force that few should ever dare call upon whilst others worship her as benign Goddess whom

bestows blessings upon her supplicants. She is , in fact, both of these .Kali will challenge the

stuffiness and properness you have acquired in this life. She will challenge who you think you are.

She will spit in your face, she will push your buttons and will humble you. She will make you face

your demons. Cut away your pride. She will make you grow whether you feel you're ready or not. All

for the sake of breaking you out of your shell, a shell you so readily hide in. Kali will throw you into

your challenges raw. Thus, letting you learn on your own. She would be the one to push you into the

deep end of the pool so you can learn to swim. She will show you the futility of your overly valued

words and notions of yourself to which we all idolatrously worship. If you are ready to call Upon Kali

then this book is for you.
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This mantra is really powerful! I tried chanting Goddess K-Ma mantra in bed and it gave me so

much energy that I did not have a wink of sleep at all, lol.And I tried the other mantra for the whole

day until I came home from work and was so tired and I felt a presence! She visited me and gave

me energy! All I can say is awesome!

I have been a servant of Kali since 1990, and have used many Mahakali mantras to great effect

over the years, but I still learned some things from this book, and I recommend it to everyone that I

work with whether thery are a student or formal Apprentice. I just wish I could print it out.

Kaali means time, like Shiva's name, Kala. Kali/Kili (letter for short i in Sanskrit) does mean dark,

and it is the name for the Dark Age we are in now in the long yugas. In the short cycle, happily we

are in Aquarius and will continue in the better energy for the next 10,000 years.Kaali's bija,

Krim/kreem has a tendency to give people a bad headache, if they are not used to her energy

rushing to the head. An easy intro is to substitute Kleem, as you get used to the energy. Then do a

few with Kreem, taking is easy until you have no problems chanting it.Again, mantras are not going

to bring you what you seek, if you just do a few with a candle, as instructed in this book. You will

need to do 108 per day, minimum, easiest done with a mala (rosary) of that many beads over a

period of time. You will find easy instructions for mantra work in Healing Mantras by Thom

Ashley-Farrand (really Thomas, but the publisher misspells it on .) Happy Chanting!

First of all ma Kali power is not darkThere are two ways of worshiping her rat hand and left hand

With mantra and devotion one worship her do prayers in this age she is the only most powerful

shakti energy in this whole universe out side she looks more ferocious but from her heart this great

mother is the most loving and giving boons to her childrenThe whole creation is by her and at the

time of end everything merge in to her her creative energy and her destroying energy is amazing all

powerfulI have been doing her mantra since I was 7 years old her mantra is very sweet very

powerful most energetic then any other and there is always grace peace and joy emerging from

repeating her great mantra

These mantras work incredibly well and very quickly.I've had this book for a while now and have

used it frequently and with great success.I'm no longer surprised that magic works and definitly not

that Baal Kadmon.s magic works I have never missed with his excellent books and this book retains



the high quality.

While the book does have what seem to be some essential Kali mantras, and descriptions of

traditional rituals - even going as far to loosely translate some of them or tell you what each mantra

could be used for - the actual execution of the book is very poor. The cover is extremely pixelated

(which is not really that important but felt it needed to be noted) and the

grammar/spelling/punctuation within is honestly terrible. Multiple errors. Honestly, this wouldn't be

that big of a deal to me but since mantras are so important to recite in an exact manner, the copious

errors in punctuation, spelling, and grammar make me weary as to if I am really reading and reciting

the mantra correctly.I will use this as a loose reference, at best.

Really works and its powerful... Good experience with this book...!!!

I enjoyed this book, Kali is one of my favorite goddesses to work with, here energy is indeed very

powerful. I appreciate the author putting a word of warning in the beginning of the book about

invoking Kali, her energy can take you over in terrifying fits if your not prepared. I have been

possessed by her before and it was both terrifying, ecstatic and exhilarating all at the same time.

heed the warning Kali is not to be summoned willy nilly, the rituals in this book is cool, can't wait to

bust out my mala beads and get to chanting!!
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